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1 Introduction
Inclusion constraints over set-expressions [1, 4] provide
a general formalism to express a large class of program
analyses. Over the past two years, we have experimented
with inclusion constraints to model dataflow in type-based
analyses. One of our research goals is to determine how to
structure and implement precise constraint-based analyses
such that they scale to large programs. Program analyses
with O(n3 ) complexity bounds often exhibit their worstcase complexity in practice and consequently do not scale
beyond programs of a few thousand lines. As a result,
coarser but faster analyses are usually used [2, 10].
Scaling behavior and precision are intimately connected and in an ideal formalism, one can be traded
for the other. Unfortunately, inclusion constraints over
set-expressions do not provide enough control over this
precision-efficiency tradeoff. As an example, consider
Hindley-Milner type inference. The equality constraints
arising in the formulation of algorithm W [8] can be
solved as symmetric inclusion constraints using a standard
inclusion constraint solver. This approach results however
in an algorithm with cubic time complexity, instead of the
nearly linear time algorithm based on unification [7].
A key to the efficiency of Hindley-Milner type inference is that types are terms. Terms have unique head
constructors, whereas set expressions generally do not.
This property—whether a quantity has a unique head
constructor—is a prime determinant of the cost of solving
type constraints. We have designed an extended inclusion
constraint formalism in which values with unique head
constructors can be mixed with more general sets. The extended formalism retains the generality of inclusion constraints and set-expressions, but gives control over where
this generality is unneeded. Because inclusion constraints
over types with unique head constructors can be solved
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nearly as efficiently as unification, constraints in our extended formalism can be solved more efficiently than pure
inclusion constraints.
Not only does the new formalism provide fine control
over the precision-efficiency tradeoff, it also enables novel
analyses. The rest of this abstract briefly describes one
such analysis: Uncaught exception inference for ML [9].
Our formulation of exception inference improves upon
earlier work by providing precise information at a cost
close to Hindley-Milner type inference.

2 Uncaught Exception Inference
We formulate our uncaught exception inference as an effect system [6] for Mini-ML, a typed lambda calculus with
exception constructors and raise and handle expressions.
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Handle expressions use pattern matching to provide specialized handlers for different exceptions. The set of constants and primitives of the language are accessed through
identifiers in an initial environment.
The type language used has two kinds of types, utypes (with unique head constructors) and s-types (types
based on set-expressions). It differs from Hindley-Milner
types only in that exception constructors are differentiated within the type system. The standard ML type system assigns the type exn to each exception value. We refine the exception type by making exn a unary constructor of signature exn : s ! u. The signature specifies
that exn produces a u-type and takes as argument an stype. The argument type describes the set of exception
constructors. For example, the Match exception is given
the type exn(Match), where the name Match is reused
as a constant type constructor of kind s. Function types
must also be refined to capture the set of exceptions that
may be raised during an application. The function type

constructor has the signature  !  : u s u ! u, and

function types are written 1 ! 2 . The first argument
is a u-type describing the domain of the function, the second argument is an s-type describing the set of exceptions
that may be raised during an application, and the third argument is again a u-type for the range. The kind for the domain is overlined u to indicate that the function type constructor is contravariant in this field. Variance of type constructors is needed because we use inclusion constraints
instead of equalities for type inference.
The type language is described by the following grammar ( is used for u-types,  for s-types):
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Type variables are written or , depending on the kind.
Base types b 2 B are constants for simplicity. We use
c 2 ExnCons for exception constructors. Note that ex-
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ceptions may be constants or carry a value. An exception c carrying a value of type  has type exn(c( )). Settypes can furthermore be formed by intersection, union,
and complement. The type :fc1 ; : : : ; cn g denotes the set
of all values except values obtained by applying constructors ci . Because exceptions can carry values, the two kinds
of types are mutually recursive.
Figure 1 shows the type rules for exception inference.
Types for constants, exceptions and primitive operators
are assumed to be defined in an initial type environment.
Judgments have the form A ` e :  !  , meaning that under the type assumptions A, expression e has type  and
may raise the exceptions  . There are also judgments for
exception patterns `p p : (; c; A) meaning that pattern p
matches exception  and binds variables x in the domain
of A to the type A(x). Furthermore, the judgment infers
the exception constructor c of the pattern, which is used
in forming the filter for unhandled exceptions. The rule
for handle expressions makes use of the full expressive
power of s-types. It uses intersection and complement to
form the set of exceptions that pass through the handler,
and union is used to combine the exceptions of all the handlers.
A few examples illustrate the refined types. First consider the primitive raise in ML, which is used to raise
an exception. Instead of making it a primitive, we could

treat raise as a function with type exn() ! . The
type expresses the fact that applying raise to an exception of type exn() causes the observable effect .
Consider the function substFail that calls a function
argument, and if the Fail exception is raised, raises the
alternate exception e.
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Figure 1: Type and exception inference rules.
The types inferred by our type system are
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The types illustrate the dependencies between the exceptions carried by the function argument f, the argument exception e, and the exceptions of substFail. Given a
1
, we know that the expression
function f : unit !
f() has type and effect 1 . The handle expression
prevents the Fail exception from escaping the body of
substFail, but contributes the exception 2 from argument e. Consequently, evaluating substFail can result
in any exceptions from 2 or exceptions raised by the argument function, except Fail.
The theory needed to solve the inclusion constraints
arising during type inference is described in a forthcoming paper.

3 Implementation
We have implemented the exception analysis on top of a
generic constraint solver written in SML/NJ. The prototype can analyze core SML, which requires the following
extensions:






Let-polymorphism is handled as described in [1].
Datatypes hide the internal structure of values. We
must ensure that exceptions do not “disappear” into
datatypes. To this end, we extend datatypes containing exception values (directly or through functions)
with a single extra s-type parameter to capture these
exceptions.
ML has mutable references. We treat inclusion constraints between reference types as equalities.

The largest program we have tested so far is the lexer
generator ml-lex (1200 lines of ML). The analysis time
for ml-lex is 3.9sec on a 200MHz Pentium with 64MB
of main memory. This compares well to the 0.9sec the
SML/NJ compiler requires to type-check the same program. The analysis infers the following type for the main
function lexGen:
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